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ABSTRACT

This paper describes a component-based framework for radio-astronomical

imaging software systems. We consider optimal re-use strategies for packages of

disparate architectures brought together within a modern component framework.

In this practical case study, the legacy codes include both procedural and object-

oriented architectures. We consider also the special requirements on scientific

component middleware, with a specific focus on high-performance computing.

We present an example application in this component architecture and outline

future development planned for this project.

Subject headings: Component-based software engineering; software re-use; do-

main analysis; scientific computing

1. INTRODUCTION

Component-based software engineering (CBSE) is an active area of research and de-

velopment holding great promise for reducing the cost and managing the complexity of

large-scale software systems (16; 32). There are however important open theoretical and

practical questions in this area of computing practice. These include foundational discus-

sions concerning the definition of components, their properties, and communication patterns

(3; 30), as well as the best component engineering techniques by which CBSE can be used to
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routinely construct reliable, large-scale software systems at low cost using standard generic

component composition techniques that are similar to those used in established engineering

disciplines (1).

We consider the practical application of CBSE techniques in a specific problem domain,

namely imaging software systems used in radio astronomy. In this branch of astronomy,

images are formed using computationally-intensive inverse imaging techniques. Several large

community codes have been developed in recent decades to support the analysis and imaging

of radio astronomy data of this type. The existing codes were primarily developed for

interactive, single-user use and are not always optimized for high-performance computing as

a result. As long-term software development efforts, they are also prone to architectural drift,

complexity, and rising maintenance and evolution costs. Efforts to evolve the architecture

and features of existing community codes are referenced in the text below. In this paper,

we describe a new component-based framework tailored to meet the current and future

computational and scientific challenges of this particular scientific field, and outline our

practical experience with applying CBSE in this domain.

We adopt the definition that components are units of independent deployment and

third-party composition; these components interact and are composed within a standard

provided by a component model (8).

The following important open questions concerning the application of CBSE in con-

structing complex software systems relate directly to our case study: i) optimal techniques

for arriving at the true generic component decomposition in a given problem domain; ii)

the specification and implementation of domain component frameworks; and iii) component

adaptation techniques. The use of CBSE in this context is closely related to re-use based

software engineering (RBSE) (21), particularly in so far as it concerns the re-factoring and

adaptation of legacy software resources within a modern component framework.

The premise that there is an optimal component decomposition in a given problem

domain is related to the underlying concept and challenge of generic programming (23; 24).

In generic programming, a goal is to partition algorithmic building blocks in a form that can

be re-used directly and generically in the widest possible range of higher-level applications.

Analogously, an optimal CBSE component decomposition in a given problem domain can

be considered that decomposition which allows maximal re-use in higher-level application

development across the domain. We consider strategies for how to arrive at this optimal

decomposition in the problem domain that is the subject of this study. We also describe

a component framework which allows re-use and interoperability of existing software codes

developed using both procedural and object-oriented design methodologies and include an

analysis of component adaptation techniques used for casting legacy code into this component
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architecture. In closing, we consider the special requirements posed by scientific CBSE, where

high-end, parallel, and grid computing are important application drivers, particularly where

these requirements relate to component decomposition, middleware, or component model

choices.

The paper is structured as follows: we briefly describe the problem domain in Section 2,

the component architecture in Section 3, and illustrate an example application in Section 4.

Related work is summarized in Section 5. The strengths and weaknesses of the component

framework and planned future work are considered in Section 6.

2. IMAGING SOFTWARE SYSTEMS IN RADIO ASTRONOMY

This section describes the technique of radio interferometry and reviews current com-

munity codes and future computing challenges in this scientific domain.

2.1. Radio interferometry

Radio interferometers, which comprise arrays of radio telescopes such as the Very Long

Baseline Array (VLBA)1 or the Combined Array for Research in Millimeter-wave Astronomy

(CARMA)2, form astronomical images using a computationally-intensive inverse imaging

technique. The fundamental principle underlying the inverse imaging method is that the

correlated signals between antennas in the array and the image of the astronomical source

being observed are related by an integral equation of Fourier transform type (33). Further

details of this mathematical relationship are described by (14). The primary responsibility

of imaging software systems in radio interferometry is to calibrate the observed correlated

data for instrumental and propagation contamination effects, and to transform these data

into an astronomical image using image reconstruction and deconvolution algorithms.

The correlated antenna data are referred to as visibility data; they are sampled in a

plane, defined by convention as the (u, v)−plane, orthogonal to the direction to the astronom-

ical source. Earth rotation causes each antenna baseline to trace an arc in the (u, v)−plane

over time. The fidelity of the image reconstruction is dependent on the spatial density of

the visibility-plane sampling and the accuracy with which the instrumental antenna and

1http://www.vlba.nrao.edu

2http://www.mmarray.org
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(a) (u, v)-plane coverage. (b) Radio-interferometric image

Fig. 1.— This figure shows the (u, v)-plane sampling (a) and associated reconstructed image

obtained from VLBA observations of the 43.1 GHz SiO maser emission toward the late-

type star TX Cam. The radio emission has been averaged over source velocity to produce

a two-dimensional projected image (b); the (u, v)-plane coverage is plotted in units of 109

wavelengths and the image in angular coordinates of milliarcseconds on the plane of the sky.
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atmospheric calibration can be determined. Image formation using this technique typically

requires a complex data reduction sequence of multiple computational steps.

An example of (u, v)−plane coverage, and an associated radio-astronomical image, are

shown in Figure 1.

2.2. Community codes

As the scientific quality of radio-astronomical images is strongly dependent on these

image reconstruction techniques, several imaging software systems have been developed in

the community since the advent of routine radio interferometry in the 1970’s. These software

packages typically have lifespans of at least a decade (and frequently much longer) and are

often designed with a specific instrumental or scientific focus. These objectives may evolve

over time, subject to any limits imposed by low-level instrumental assumptions built into

the package that may govern the extent of future evolution.

Community codes have been developed using both procedural and object-oriented soft-

ware engineering approaches. We consider three representative community-code packages in

this study, which are listed in Table 1. This list is confined to those packages studied in this

paper, however, and is not intended as a complete list of all available community codes in

this scientific discipline.

The AIPS3 package started development in the mid-1970’s and is supported by the

National Radio Astronomy Observatory (NRAO) (13). This package has primarily, but not

exclusively, been used for reduction and analysis of data from the centimeter-wavelength

radio interferometers operated by the NRAO, such as the Very Large Array (VLA)4, and

the VLBA. The code is written primarily in Fortran 77, with limited operating system-

specific code implemented in the C language. The AIPS package was developed using a

procedural programming model. The package is structured as a set of individual task-

oriented applications; these can be launched from a command-line environment with basic

scripting capability. A Python binding has recently been developed to the AIPS tasks and

data format (18).

The MIRIAD5 project was started at the National Center for Supercomputing Appli-

3http://www.aoc.nrao.edu/aips

4http://www.vla.nrao.edu

5http://www.astro.umd.edu/ teuben/miriad
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cations (NCSA) in the late 1980’s, and was initially targeted at the millimeter-wavelength

Berkeley-Illinois-Maryland Array (BIMA)6. Subsequent development proceeded in a loosely-

coupled collaborative consortium of universities and academic institutions. MIRIAD is in use

by other millimeter-wavelength arrays, such as CARMA, which is currently in commission-

ing. The package has also been extended for use by centimeter-wavelength arrays, such as the

Australia Telescope Compact Array (ATCA)7. MIRIAD was developed within a procedural

programming model, and is implemented primarily in Fortran 77, with some low-level code,

primarily for I/O, implemented in the C language. This package has a similar task-oriented

architecture as AIPS; applications can be launched from a command-line parameter-setting

environment or directly from an operating system shell.

The AIPS++8 package was developed by a consortium of academic institutions and ob-

servatories, including NCSA, starting in the early to mid-1990’s and intended as a successor

to the earlier generation of packages such as AIPS and MIRIAD. At the outset, AIPS++

employed an imaging model targeted at generic interferometry (14), in an attempt to encom-

pass the instrumental needs of all telescopes operated by the consortium partners. AIPS++

was the first community code developed in this discipline to use object-oriented techniques,

and is primarily implemented in C++ with a scripting interface to the underlying objects

and methods provided by the Glish interpreted language (29). Some computational kernels

in this package are implemented in Fortran 77 for efficiency. This package is currently un-

dergoing re-structuring both to provide a more task-oriented interface as well as to provide

further bindings in addition to Glish (15; 20).

For the most part, the development costs of the community codes listed in Table 1 are

not known accurately, primarily as a result of the informal academic software engineering ap-

proaches used. However, we can estimate an approximate commercial replacement cost based

on the size of each package measured as the number of source lines of code (SLOC). Using the

default COCOMO I cost model (5) reported by SLOCCount, COST = 2.4 (KSLOC)1.05,

the nominal collective commercial replacement cost for this sampling of community codes is

of order ∼ 480 person-years. The deployment of the packages in the user community over

several decades represents a significant investment in user and integration testing. Given

limited development budgets in astronomy instrument construction, these prior investments

argue strongly for aggressive software re-use in this problem domain. In this paper we con-

sider optimal re-use strategies for packages of disparate architectures brought together within

6http://bima.astro.umd.edu

7http://www.narrabri.atnf.csiro.au

8http://www.aips2.nrao.edu
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a modern CBSE framework.

2.3. Future challenges

Modern imaging software systems for radio astronomy face significant current and future

challenges. Moore’s Law (22) has enabled exponential increases in data output rates from the

electronics and instrumentation used in constructing modern radio telescopes; this in turn

allows increasingly challenging science goals to be addressed, with associated pressures on the

computational complexity of imaging and calibration algorithms. This, in turn, requires an

increasing focus on high-end computing (HEC) in data reduction software systems for radio

astronomy imaging. For example, the current VLA, which was commissioned in the late

1970’s, has a peak data output rate of ∼ 35 kBps; by contrast the future Square Kilometer

Array (SKA), currently under design and development, currently anticipates a mean output

data rate of ∼ 17 GBps with an associated peak computational requirement of 1 PFlop 9.

3. COMPONENT ARCHITECTURE

The primary goal of this work is to develop the framework and architecture for a next-

generation radio astronomy imaging software system that facilitates re-use of existing com-

munity code investments, but which also provides a platform for developing solutions to the

most demanding computational science and engineering challenges in this scientific discipline.

Geometric advances in available community HEC resources and data-handling capacity are

enabling breakthrough applications across the physical sciences (2), and astronomy is no

exception (9). An additional goal of this framework is to allow the re-use of shared cyber-

infrastructure (CI) developed for grid and distributed HEC environments to enable these

scientific breakthroughs across the physical sciences.

3.1. Component decomposition

We have chosen a component-based architecture for this study first because of the

inherent advantages offered by CBSE but also because it offers a unifying framework for

the re-use of existing community codes developed using both procedural and object-oriented

paradigms. For any given problem domain, there exists an optimal decomposition into

9http://www.skatelescope.org
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software components which captures the true generic decomposition of the problem space,

and which is maximal in the sense of allowing the greatest degree of direct component re-

use in application development across the domain. This decomposition is unknown a priori

and the challenge of CBSE and generic programming is to determine the optimal software

engineering approach to arrive at this decomposition.

For the problem domain considered here, our starting point in determining the generic

software component decomposition are the established unified mathematical models for im-

age formation in radio-astronomical interferometry (14). These generic models abstract

away telescope-specific instrumental differences and provide a unified common mathematical

framework for domain analysis encompassing a broad range of current and future telescopes.

The mathematical model needs to be complete in the sense that no instrumental effect can

be removed without compromising the image formation process, as opposed to there being

no remaining contemplated instrumental effect which could possibly be added. As such, the

model specification process is bounded and limited. This expresses the general principle that

completeness is achieved when there is nothing left to remove rather than nothing left to

add1. A unified imaging model also maximizes the re-use potential of existing diverse com-

munity code modules which may each only partially fulfill the optimal generic component

decomposition for this domain as a whole.

The design process we have followed for determining the optimal component decompo-

sition involves factoring the common mathematical model arising from the domain analysis

into sets of abstract data types (ADT) (data components) and functional operations (func-

tional components). Each ADT conforms with an interface design pattern defined in terms

of a set of elemental methods which provide for: i) component initialization from a speci-

fied set of input representations (e.g. XML); ii) parameter accessors; iii) basic operations

fundamental to the data type; and iv) component conversion to a set of specified output

representations. The functional components capture the imaging and calibration operations

needed for image formation within the imaging model framework. Their interface design

pattern similarly includes methods for initialization and conversion to and from different

representations, but for functional components these data are the initialization parameters

for the functional methods provided by the component. The data and functional compo-

nents each fall within a hierarchical structure, with increasing domain-specificity at higher

levels of the hierarchy. Components at the lowest levels of the hierarchy have the greatest

overlap with shared CI components and services, as shown in Figure 2. The user interface

is shown at the highest level of this layered architecture. Increasingly complex applications

1“Perfection is achieved, not when there is nothing left to add, but when there is nothing left to remove”;
quotation by writer Antoine de Saint-Exupery (1900-1944)
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Table 1: Sample community codes for radio astronomy imaging

Package Name Development languages Size Reference
(ordered by prevalence) (MSLOC1)

Astronomical Image Processing System
(AIPS)2 Fortran 77, C 0.6 (13)
Multi-channel Image Reconstruction,
Image Analysis, and Display (MIRIAD)3 Fortran 77, C 0.2 (28)
Astronomical Information Processing
System (AIPS++)4 C++, Glish(29), Fortran 77 1.0 (12)

1: MSLOC=106 SLOC, as measured by SLOCCount (written by David A. Wheeler)
2: Modified version of base release 15OCT97
3: Release v4
4: Modified version of code base v1.8 #667

Fig. 2.— Tiered cyberinfrastructure architecture.
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are composed at higher levels using components from the lower levels of the architecture.

The operations which are implemented as part of each ADT interface are constrained

to be low-level operations, closely coupled to the data type itself. Higher-level operations

are implemented in functional components in which the ADT will appear in the method

signature.

As noted in the previous section, the existing community codes are implemented in both

procedural and object-oriented paradigms and each has an implicit mathematical model for

imaging which is typically a subset of the common domain model. As a result, the re-usable

resources from the community codes – be they procedures, objects, libraries, executables,

requirements, or designs – represent varying degrees of partial fulfillment of the generic

domain component interfaces adopted for the framework described here. Given that the

existing community codes collectively represent large investments in development and user

testing, the union of their interfaces and functionality, where they match ADT and func-

tional components in the generic decomposition adopted here, provide a good test of design

completeness for this CBSE framework. In this sense, our re-use of the existing software

products is in the broadest possible sense (21).

3.2. Component framework

We adopt a layered component framework shown in Figure 3. In this diagram, the

interface for generic domain components, both functional or ADT, is shown at level A.

The software resources targeted for re-use are shown at level D; these package codes are

not in component form and do not match the ADT or functionality expressed in the domain

component interfaces. We employ component adapters in layer C to map the re-usable code in

each package to the generic domain component interface. In general, each adapter provides,

using white-box component adaptation (32) in this layer, a partial fulfillment of the domain

component interface, governed by the subset of functionality implemented in the underlying

community code. Specific package implementations of the domain component interfaces are

represented in this architecture at level B. The architecture allows the domain component

interface to be fulfilled by composition using several package component implementations.

It also allows multiple component implementations in B for a given domain component

interface, where this is useful in order to assess different imaging algorithms implemented in

the underlying community codes and in order to test equivalent components for correctness

or performance by direct inter-comparison. Domain components in this architecture also

implement their own functionality directly if re-use from lower layers is neither possible nor

cost-effective.
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3.3. Component model

The vital intellectual products of the framework are the generic domain decomposition

as well as the component adapters which facilitate legacy code re-use. The choice of a

middleware component technology is separate from the domain analysis, but needs to be

made judiciously in order to achieve the overall goals and requirements discussed in Section

2. As there is a specific need in this development for support of HEC and parallel computing,

we have adopted the Babel binding (19), which is also used by the Common Component

Architecture (CCA2) (4), a community scientific CBSE initiative with an emphasis on HEC.

Additionally, this software also provides optimized multi-dimensional scientific array support,

and a language-neutral peer-to-peer component binding which supports our target languages

of C, C++, FORTRAN, and Python. These were further considerations in its adoption.

Babel specifies component interfaces in terms of a scientific interface definition language

(SIDL). Further detail on the CCA project goals and vision is provided in the summary of

related work in Section 5 below.

The need to deploy scientific components in an HEC or grid environment places con-

straints on the optimal middleware choice, as discussed above, but also on the component

model. To ensure scalability in this environment the component designs need to be con-

strained so that any significant use of memory cache or locality management, I/O, and

computation are predictable and configurable. This enables both scalability in a given HEC

environment, but also future portability across different HEC or grid hardware architectures,

an architectural approach described by (17). On each host, we also favor deployment of ap-

plications containing multiple components in a single process, to allow in-process virtual

function dispatch as is possible in Babel, over client-server method invocation, in order to

have predictable latencies. These special emphases on HEC are a unique requirement on the

component framework we describe here; current community code designs are generally not

optimized for HEC needs.

4. EXAMPLE APPLICATION: IMAGE COMPONENT FITTER

As an example application in this framework we consider the image analysis problem of

automatically locating and fitting source components in astronomical images (7; 36). Indi-

vidual components in radio-interferometric images are usually modeled as having a Gaussian

form. Extracting their properties is an important element of the quantitative scientific inter-

2http://www.cca-forum.org
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pretation of radio-interferometric astronomical images. Such measurements allow the deter-

mination of source sizes, brightness, and proper motions over time, amongst other scientific

applications. Automatically finding and fitting a collection of components in an astronomical

image is challenging because of the blending of individual components and the non-uniform

noise statistics across the image due to residual calibration and deconvolution artifacts. Each

two-dimensional Gaussian component has six free parameters while each three-dimensional

Gaussian component has nine; fits to these components need to be well-constrained for con-

vergence as a result, especially for heavily blended components. Automated component

extraction algorithms need to set these constraints reliably without user interaction.

We consider here a recent algorithm for automatically locating, deblending, and fitting

two- or three-dimensional components in astronomical images (D. Perley et al, in prepara-

tion), which was developed as a research project in the AIPS++ package.

In Figure 4, we show the component architecture of an application in our framework to

apply this algorithm to astronomical images stored in the FITS format (35). This image-

fitting component application re-uses FITS I/O capabilities from the MIRIAD package and

the image-fitting algorithm itself as implemented in the AIPS++ package. They are con-

nected through generic domain component interfaces within our component framework. In

this particular instance, the re-used FITS I/O capabilities were written in FORTRAN 77,

the FITSImageIO adapter code in FORTRAN 90, and the other components in the architec-

ture in C++. The Babel middleware automatically supports peer-to-peer bindings from the

component SIDL specification in all supported languages, including C, C++, FORTRAN

77 and 90, Java, and Python. In our component framework we generate client bindings for

C++, FORTRAN 90, and Python; as a result the components in Figure 4 are all accessible

from these compiled language or scripting environments.

As an example of the use of this component application, we consider a magnified region of

the radio-interferometric image shown in Figure 1, centered on the left-most midpoint of the

projected shell of emission. The selected region contains three components, as plotted in the

left panel of Figure 5. The algorithm automatically located, deblended, and fitted all three

Gaussian components above the specified noise threshold in this image; these components

are plotted in the center panel of Figure 5. The right-most panel of this figure contains the

residual image obtained by subtracting image 5(a) and image 5(b).

Our development of initial applications in this component framework, including this ex-

ample application, has raised several practical issues and lessons learned; these are described

in further detail in the remainder of this section.

The component re-factoring approach we have adopted is based on white-box re-use (32),
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Fig. 3.— Layered architecture of the component-based framework.

Fig. 4.— Component interaction diagram for the example image fitter application.
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(a) Image. (b) Fitted components. (c) Residual.

Fig. 5.— The left panel (a) shows a magnified region of the radio image in Figure 1. Fitted

Gaussian source components, as determined by an automated fitting algorithm, are shown in

the center (b). The residual obtained by subtracting the fitted components from the original

image in (a) is shown in the right panel (c).
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although this is confined substantially to the component adaptation layer. White-box re-use

offers the greatest flexibility in a common build environment and we have implemented this

for both the legacy packages and component framework using the GNU Autotools system

(34). The build system needs to provide robust and portable support for shared and dynamic

library generation so that the components can be made available for dynamic loading into

a scripting layer. This places a greater premium on efficient decomposition of the legacy

package libraries into smaller, less dependent shared libraries, than they may ordinarily

produce in their intrinsic build systems. This optimization was performed, where needed, as

the legacy packages were integrated into the common build system.

Our component interfaces are first defined in terms of Babel SIDL files. The interfaces

are designed using the interface patterns for data and functional components described in

section 3.1. The component interfaces are implemented as stand-alone classes or modules,

depending on the choice of object-oriented or procedural implementation language, that

can be built both outside of the Babel component middleware model and also automati-

cally parsed during the build using the PDT and Chasm tools (27) to generate the binding

code required for integration in the component middleware model. This approach separates

component implementation from component middleware integration and was found to be

valuable in development and testing.

Our example application, though intentionally simple in scope, illustrates that CBSE is

an efficient and scientifically-effective method for re-factoring and re-using legacy community

codes within a modern component architecture. This approach offers several practical advan-

tages over traditional programming: i) it allows efficient re-use of independently-developed

and tested scientific capabilities from separate legacy codes; this is substantially more cost-

effective than traditional development; ii) the requirement that components be independent

units of deployment forces a cleaner separation of interface from implementation, and the

specification of more generic component interfaces than might arise in traditional class or

module design; this, in turn, facilitates a greater likelihood of future component re-use; and

iii) the use of a component binding model optimized for scientific languages and data types,

such as Babel, allows efficient integration of multi-language implementations in a parent com-

ponent architecture; we found this component model to hold advantages over commercial

component middleware in this scientific problem domain.

5. RELATED WORK

A clear overarching vision for the role of CBSE in addressing pressing problems in large-

scale scientific computing is presented by the CCA and Babel projects (4; 19). Challenging
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problems in high-performance computing now frequently require the multi-scale coupling of

increasingly complex codes which each address a different physical or data analysis process,

and which are likely to be developed by separate groups. These large codes represent signif-

icant prior investments of resources, and capture unique expertise in each individual area;

however, they will likely have been developed using a diversity of languages, architectural

models, and software engineering methodologies. The development of a common compo-

nent model for high-performance scientific computing holds the promise of managing the

escalating implementation complexity of large scientific codes, and opens the possibility of

establishing repositories of re-usable components, further lowering future costs in this area

and opening new scientific opportunities.

Several studies have considered the general problem of incrementally migrating large

monolithic legacy software systems to a component-based architecture. Piecemeal migration

of a large document archiving and retrieval software system using an integration pattern

language approach is described by (11). Further important design patterns for component

and language integration for in-situ legacy migration are described by (37). Both papers

cover the issue of component adaptation as part of these studies. This specific question is

considered in further detail by (6), where the traditional approaches to component adaptation

of copy-paste, inheritance, and wrapping are reviewed, and a new method presented for

layered indirection known as component superimposition.

The problem of dynamic component adaptation is considered by (25), in the context of

maintaining interoperability between evolving web service interfaces published by separate

providers. While the underlying technological implementation differs in this instance, the

analysis is broadly applicable to components. A framework for dynamic correctness and

performance testing of multiple component versions is presented by (26).

6. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

In our case study, we find that CBSE is a good design paradigm for re-using and

combining both procedural and object-oriented legacy codes, and for developing a modern

framework for radio astronomy imaging software systems. Re-factoring in terms of generic

domain component interfaces also produces a component model and architecture that has

several key advantages in this problem domain. The generic component interface decom-

position is a vital intellectual product in and of itself; this process encourages community

standardization and interoperability within the problem domain as well as with other scien-

tific components, an important goal recognized and targeted by the CCA forum (4). The

refinement of standardized generic domain component interfaces allows open development of
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separate implementations that can inter-operate reliably; this is an important requirement

in the academic research community.

Components separate interface from implementation more strongly than other design

paradigms. Components therefore uniquely enable extensibility and composition, an impor-

tant requirement in this science domain in which new applications are driven by rapidly

evolving research and scientific priorities. Re-use and extensibility are long-standing general

goals in software engineering, but have proven difficult to achieve in practice. Our case

study in this problem domain, which includes both procedural and object-oriented legacy

code, confirms prior experience regarding impediments to software re-use and extension.

Procedural libraries present barriers to re-use if their shared data are poorly encapsulated,

as is commonly the case. Large object-oriented libraries have not proven to be inherently

good repositories of re-usable and extensible software (10; 31; 32); in practice more knowl-

edge of their implementation is required for re-use than interface specifications alone, as is

our experience in this study. In both cases, non-generic assumptions or designs are a general

impediment to re-use; our approach of allowing partial fulfillment of a common generic do-

main component interface has proven to be a workable strategy to offset this difficulty. The

requirement that components be independent units of deployment forces a cleaner separation

of interface and implementation, and we believe that component re-factoring is a promising

approach in this problem domain.

The component engineering approach we have adopted in this study, namely the identi-

fication of generic domain data types, expressed as data components, and domain operations,

expressed as functional components, cross-checked for completeness against the union of ex-

isting legacy implementations, has proven a good means by which to arrive at an optimal

component interface decomposition. This is further aided by the adoption of a common

design pattern for the component interfaces of each type.

In this case study, Babel has proven to be a good component middleware choice. It is

well-suited to scientific problem domains, such as radio astronomy imaging, due to the sup-

port for multi-dimensional arrays, FORTRAN bindings (a language not in common general

use), good interoperability with HPC, and peer-to-peer language bindings. The latter prop-

erty is particularly useful in providing developer choice in component implementation and

in providing a general scripting interface using Python. This scripting binding also fulfills

the role of the command language integration pattern described by (37).

Our component adaptation strategy is based on white-box re-use in an adaptation layer.

White-box re-use is vulnerable to evolution in the underlying re-used code but we have mit-

igated this through primary isolation in the adapter layer. This approach matches the

component wrapper and explicit import/export integration patterns described by (37). The
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wrapper layer provides a white-box indirection layer which exports a stable domain interface

and which can absorb evolution in re-used black-box code beneath; it also provides a central-

ized point for customization, type conversion, decoration, or message interception (11; 37).

On balance, we have found this component adaptation approach to be a good strategy in

this case study.

In summary, the component framework described in this paper has proven to be a

workable architecture and design for this problem domain and for the goals outlined at the

start of this paper. In future work we plan to continue adding applications to this framework

with a strong focus on the most computationally demanding and data-intensive applications.
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